The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of tissue heterogeneity and breathing-induced motion/deformation on conformal treatment planning for pulmonary tumors and to compare the magnitude and the clinical importance of changes induced by these effects. Treatment planning scans were acquired at normal exhale/inhale breathing states for fifteen patients. The internal target volume ͑ITV͒ was defined as the union of exhale and inhale gross tumor volumes uniformly expanded by 5 mm. Anterior/posterior opposed beams ͑AP/PA͒ and three-dimensional ͑3D͒-conformal plans were designed using the unit-density exhale ͑"static"͒ dataset. These plans were further used to calculate ͑a͒ density-corrected ͑"heterogeneous"͒ static dose and ͑b͒ heterogeneous cumulative dose, including breathing deformations. The DPM Monte Carlo code was used for dose computations. For larger than coin-sized tumors, relative to unit-density plans, tumor and lung doses increased in the heterogeneity-corrected plans. In comparing cumulative and static plans, larger normal tissue complication probability changes were observed for tumors with larger motion amplitudes and uncompensated breathing-induced hot/cold spots in lung. Accounting for tissue heterogeneity resulted in average increases of 9% and 7% in mean lung dose ͑MLD͒ for the 6 MV and 15 MV photon beams, respectively. Breathing-induced effects resulted in approximately 1% and 2% average decreases in MLD from the static value, for the 6 and 15 MV photon beams, respectively. The magnitude of these effects was not found to correlate with the treatment plan technique, i.e., AP/PA versus 3D-CRT. Given a properly designed ITV, tissue heterogeneity effects are likely to have a larger clinical significance on tumor and normal lung treatment evaluation metrics than four-dimensional respiratory-induced changes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radiation therapy is one of the principal treatment options for medically inoperable lung tumors. However, even with significant advances in the delivery of radiation, 5-y survival rates remain poor for patients with advanced stage disease. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] As such, research efforts have been devoted toward individualizing the radiation therapy process to each patient's specific anatomy and physiology in the planning and the delivery of high dose conformal therapy. These efforts have been encouraged by studies that indicate that higher doses can be safely delivered to limited lung volumes, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] as well as the fact that higher target doses relate to improved tumor control. [15] [16] [17] [18] It should, however, be kept in mind that these results may carry some bias and limitations. This is attributed to the fact that the doses quoted in trials are usually calculated using no or limited heterogeneity correction algorithms. Additionally, changes in dose due to organ motion and deformation are not generally accounted for in dose evaluation. As we move toward individualization in the treatment planning process using advanced methods, such as fourdimensional ͑4D͒ imaging, it becomes critical that we incorporate methods to correctly accumulate these doses using the patient CT-based densities, ultimately to more accurately assess the dose actually delivered to the patient. To better estimate doses in anatomies with heterogeneous tissue densities, such as the lung, accurate dose calculation engines have been developed. In this regard, Monte Carlo based dose calculation algorithms are believed to be the most accurate. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] They can provide dose calculations that properly account for patient-specific physical descriptions of anatomy ͑including electron density and atomic number information͒, and for the charged particle transport processes that are influenced by different tissue properties. However, although many studies have demonstrated that significant errors are present when homogeneous media is assumed where heterogeneities are actually present ͓see AAPM Report No.
85 ͑Ref. 30͒ for references, reviews, and summary͔, it is still debated whether or not heterogeneity corrections should be used. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Breathing motions and the distortions associated with them triggered the development of sophisticated CT systems that allow the acquisition of time-dependent images that extend across the entire breathing cycle, setting the basis for what is nowadays termed as 4D radiation therapy. 38 Of course, much more work is warranted before many of the uncertainties introduced by the additional components involved in a 4D therapy process ͑e.g., image registration, data sorting, inter-and intra-fraction breathing variability, to name a few͒ are fully understood and quantified. Even if a 4D radiotherapy treatment could be assumed to be error free, the benefits of using a technology that demands such large resource utilization are yet to be proven, and the classes of patients that could make best use of these advances are yet to be identified.
The present study compares the dosimetric effects of heterogeneous media versus breathing-induced motion and deformation for patients with lung tumors treated with conformal radiotherapy. The comparison was performed by assessing the impact of heterogeneities and breathing motion on clinically relevant target and normal tissue treatment evaluators such as equivalent uniform dose ͑EUD͒, normal tissue complication probability ͑NTCP͒, and mean lung dose ͑MLD͒. A secondary goal of the study was to identify scenarios were heterogeneities or respiratory induced motion were more likely to have a clinically important effect, with emphasis on the analysis of motion/deformation effects, an area that has not been extensively investigated in the literature.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Patient data
Fifteen patients with unresectable lung tumors were involved in this study under a protocol approved by the Internal Review Board at the University of Michigan Health Systems. These patients had various tumor sizes, locations, and motion amplitudes ͑Table I͒. Exhale and inhale scans acquired at normal breath-hold during the same session were available for all patients.
B. Treatment planning
For each patient, the exhale and inhale gross tumor volumes ͑GTVs͒ were contoured by a physician, and uniformly expanded 0.5 cm to form clinical tumor volumes ͑CTVs͒. An internal target volume ͑ITV͒ was then defined as the union of the exhale and inhale CTVs. In this study we assumed that ͑a͒ the setup errors were dealt with prior to radiation delivery and ͑b͒ the breathing motion can be described by the assumed model, 39 with no inter-or intra-fraction variations. That is, all other factors that would normally lead to further expansion of the ITV to form a planning target volume were not considered here in order to isolate the breathing motion and tissue density effects, and their relative magnitudes. Critical organs ͑spinal cord, esophagus, heart, lungs͒ were also contoured within the treatment planning system. Each patient was planned with an anterior/posterior opposed beams plan ͑AP/PA͒ plan and with a threedimensional ͑3D͒-conformal plan ͑multiple coplanar beams and segments͒ using 6 MV photon beams. The intent here was to investigate whether the heterogeneity and motion ef- fects correlate with the dose distribution conformality. The plans were designed on the exhale ͑static, planning͒ dataset, assuming unit density. For four patients that had larger motion amplitudes 3D-conformal plans using 15 MV photon beams were designed as well, again using the exhale dataset and assuming unit density. The number of beams and segments for the 3D-conformal plans ranged between 5 and 11. The prescription doses for each scenario are summarized in Table I . The dose distributions were calculated using the DPM Monte Carlo code, 26 which has been integrated within the UMPlan in-house treatment planning system. 40 The electron step size was 2 mm, and the low energy electron and photon cutoff kinetic energies were 200 and 50 keV, respectively. 1.5ϫ 10 9 histories were simulated per plan, resulting in 1-statistics of better than 0.5% on average within the target. 41 The plans calculated using the exhale homogeneous dataset were normalized to 100% at the isocenter. All the other plans were normalized to the isocenter dose from the reference exhale homogeneous dose distribution to illustrate dose changes for the same number of monitor units per beam as in the reference exhale plan. The dose grid size in all dimensions was 3.5 mm. 42 The plans were optimized to cover the ITV with 100± 5% of the assigned prescription dose ͑Table I͒ while keeping the critical normal tissues below tolerances: 6, 13, 18 the spinal cord must remain below a dose equivalent to 50 Gy in 2 Gy fractions; the esophagus effective volume ͑V eff ͒ ͑Ref. 43͒ computed with a normalization dose equivalent to 72 Gy in 2 Gy fractions must be less than 1/3 of the organ volume; the heart V eff computed with normalization doses equivalent to 40 Gy and 65 Gy in 2 Gy fractions must be less than 1 and 1/3 of the organ volume, respectively; the normal lung V eff normalized to the prescription dose must be less than 0.4, and is used to determine the assigned dose 12, 13, 18 to be consistent with the 15% target iso-NTCP of grade 3 or higher radiation pneumonitis model 43, 44 ͑model parameters were 45 TD͑50͒ = 30.8 Gy, m = 0.99, n = 0.37͒. If any of these tolerance doses could not be met, the dose was adjusted until the critical structure dose was not exceeded.
Each plan designed on the exhale homogeneous dataset ͑beam weights and monitor units͒ was also used for the calculation of the heterogeneous dose distribution. For evaluating the inhomogeneity effects on tumors and normal lung doses for each patient, the homogeneous and the heterogeneous exhale dose distributions were compared ͑Scenario 1͒.
Each reference static exhale plan ͑beam weights and monitor units͒ was also used for heterogeneity-corrected dose computation on the inhale dataset. The inhale dose distribution was then mapped back onto the exhale dataset using the transformation provided by a deformable B-spline registration technique. 46 A time-weighted summation of the exhale and inhale doses was used to estimate the cumulative heterogeneous dose that would be received by a patient during free breathing radiation delivery. 42, 47 The weighting coefficients used were 70% for exhale and 30% for inhale, as derived from a breathing probability function assumed for all patients for planning. 39 The comparison between the cumulative and exhale heterogeneous dose distributions ͑Scenario 2͒ provided information regarding the breathing-induced motion effects. We also assessed the cumulative effect of heterogeneity and motion effects by comparing the heterogeneous cumulative and the homogeneous static dose distributions ͑Scenario 3͒. All three scenarios are depicted in Fig. 1 .
C. Heterogeneity and breathing-induced motion and deformation assessment
The effects of heterogeneity and/or breathing-induced motion and deformation were assessed qualitatively, through dose difference displays, and quantitatively, thorough treatment metrics commonly used in lung cancer treatment planning: CTV EUD, 48 MLD, and NTCP. These metrics were evaluated for the anatomical structures segmented on the exhale dataset. The changes in isocenter doses from the exhale homogeneous values were also investigated. The clinical significance of the changes induced by inhomogeneities and/or motion was determined based on previous work at our institution: 49, 50 for the tumor, the change in tumor dose is clinically important if it equals or exceeds a treatment fraction size ͑e.g., 2 Gy͒; for the normal lung tissue, the change in lung NTCP for a given dose distribution from a reference dose distribution is clinically important if a change in the prescription dose of at least one treatment fraction is needed in order to achieve the same complication probability level from the reference dose distribution ͑iso-NTCP based dose prescription͒.
III. RESULTS
A. Image registration assessment
Registration is an important step in the computation of cumulative doses from multiple datasets. The accuracy of the process is usually described by the accuracy of bringing into alignment anatomical landmarks and was found to be about 2 -3 mm, on average, for the patient population involved in this study. The visual inspection of the overlapped exhale and the deformed inhale datasets ͑inhale CT scans distorted to the exhale state͒ was also used to validate the registration quality and was found to be acceptable for all cases ͑one example is provided in Fig. 2͒ . Fig. 3 are several dose difference displays between heterogeneous and homogeneous dose distributions. In general, the heterogeneous dose calculation predicts higher doses than the homogeneous dose calculation for both tumors and lungs, as indicated by the hot spots. However, cold spots arise near interfaces and at the beam edges. The heterogeneity effects on CTV EUD, and the prescription dose changes required in the heterogeneous dose calculation to restore the lung NTCP from the homogeneous calculation are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 ͑dark-gray bars͒. In the heterogeneous calculation, the correction factors for the isocenter doses ͑i.e., the ratio of isocenter doses in the heterogeneous versus the homogeneous plans͒, averaged 1.046 ͑range: 1-1.16͒ for the AP/PA 6-MV plans, 1.035 ͑range: 0.996-1.11͒ for the conformal 6 MV plans, and 1.042 ͑range: 1.02-1.08͒ for the conformal 15 MV plans.
B. Heterogeneity effects
Shown in
FIG. 1.
A treatment plan is designed on the exhale dataset, assuming homogeneous media ͑ =1 g/cm 3 ͒. The plan is also used for heterogeneous dose calculation on the exhale and inhale datasets. The heterogeneous inhale dose distribution is scored back onto the exhale dataset and the time weighted sum of the exhale ͑70%͒ and inhale ͑30%͒ doses estimates the cumulative dose to be received by a patient during free breathing delivery of the radiation treatment. The comparison between exhale homogeneous and heterogeneous doses illustrates the inhomogeneity effects ͑Scenario 1͒. The comparison between exhale and cumulative heterogeneous dose illustrates the effects induced by breathing-induced motion and deformation ͑Scenario 2͒. The comparison between the exhale homogeneous and cumulative heterogeneous doses illustrates the combined effect of motion and inhomogeneities. With regard to the normal lung tissue, in all cases the heterogeneous calculations predicted larger doses than the corresponding homogeneous calculations. The decrease in the prescription dose that would be required in the heterogeneous dose calculation in order to achieve the complication probability level estimated in the homogeneous dose calculation ͑illustrated in Fig. 5͒ was at least one treatment fraction in all cases. The largest changes were ϳ16 Gy ͑8 fractions͒ for Patient 11 ͓6 MV, AP/PA plan; Fig. 3͑c͔͒ and ϳ14 Gy ͑7 fractions͒ for Patient 3 ͓6 MV, AP/PA and conformal plans; Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑f͔͒.
Shown in Fig. 6 are scatter plots of the homogeneous versus the heterogeneous MLDs for the 6 MV and the 15 MV beams. For the patients involved in this study, the average change in the heterogeneous MLD from the homogeneous value, as predicted by the linear fit through origin from Fig. 6 , indicates an increase of 9% for the 6 MV photons ͑range: 5%-16%͒, and 7% for the 15 MV beam ͑range: 6%-11%͒. The 6 MV data from the plot include the AP/PA and the conformal plan MLDs. The average scaling factors between the heterogeneous and the homogeneous MLDs was not shown to correlate with the dose distribution conformality. The normal tissue doses increased, decreased, or remained unchanged, depending on the breathing amplitude and the tumor location. The comparison between static and cumulative normal lung doses indicates that changes in the prescription dose in an iso-NTCP based dose escalation protocol is required in some cases. The largest changes relative to the static dose distributions were observed as follows: ϳ6 Gy ͑3 fractions͒ decrease for Patient 4 ͑6 MV, AP/PA plan͒ and Patient 9 ͑6 MV, conformal plan͒; ϳ4 Gy ͑2 fractions͒ increase for Patient 2 ͓15 MV, conformal plan; Fig.  7͑b͔͒ ; ϳ4 Gy ͑2 fractions͒ decrease for Patient 4 ͓6 MV, conformal plan; Fig. 7͑d͒ and 15 MV, conformal plan͔, and Patient 9 ͓6 MV, AP/PA plan; Fig. 7͑f͔͒ . For the patients involved in this study, the average change in the cumulative heterogeneous dose MLD relative to the static heterogeneous dose, as predicted by the linear fit through the origin shown in Fig. 6 , indicates ϳ1% decrease for the 6 MV beam ͑range: −4 % -10%͒ and ϳ2% decrease for the15 MV beam ͑range: −5 -5%͒. The 6 MV data from the plot include the AP/PA and the conformal plan MLDs. The average scaling factors between the cumulative and the static MLDs were found not to correlate with the dose distribution conformality.
C. Breathing-induced motion and deformation effects
D. Heterogeneity versus breathing-induced motion and deformation effects
The combined effect of heterogeneity and breathinginduced motion on tumor and normal lung doses, compared with a scenario in which neither one of these effects is accounted for, is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 ͑light gray bars͒. It can be noticed that heterogeneity effects have the largest contribution toward an accurate estimation of the target coverage in all cases investigated here. For some patients ͑Pa-tients 2, 4, 9, 10, and 14͒, however, large breathing-induced excursions resulted in hot or cold spots that were not necessarily simultaneously present in the normal lung tissue. The lack of this compensatory effect between hot and cold spots posed a more significant effect on volume effect indices for these patients.
The magnitude of the changes in dose ͑as a result of motion or heterogeneity͒ was not a representative indicator of the effects of motion on lung treatment evaluators. For Patient 14 ͑Fig. 8͒, for example, the magnitude of the dosimetric differences induced by the respiratory motion is more than twice the magnitude of the differences induced by heterogeneity, although the impact on MLD/NTCP clearly favors the heterogeneity effects. With the exception of Patient 9 ͑Fig. 8͒, the effects of motion on lung treatment metrics, even when significant, were usually smaller than the heterogeneity induced effects.
The isocenter dose changes in the heterogeneous cumulative distributions from the homogeneous static values were the same as those indicated by the heterogeneous static calculation. The corresponding correlation coefficients between MLDs ͑8% and 5% for 6 and 15 MV beams, respectively͒ were consistent with the cumulative value of the changes generated independently by heterogeneity and motion.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Heterogeneity effects
The increased doses predicted by the heterogeneous dose calculations are a consequence of the reduced attenuation of the primary beam in lung tissue. The effect is generally more pronounced as the amount of lung tissue traversed by the beam becomes larger. For the cases represented in Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑d͒ that had the largest increase in the heterogeneous CTV EUD, the ratios between the physical and the radiological path lengths were, on average over all beams, 2.1 and 1.3, respectively. On the other hand, for the case from Fig.  3͑b͒ where the increase in EUD was minimal, the physical and radiological path lengths were almost equal. The physical to radiological path length ratios were fairly large for cases from Figs. 3͑e͒ and 3͑f͒ as well ͑1.3 and 1.2, respectively͒. However, a decrease in EUD was found in the heterogeneous calculations for these coin-sized lesions because the range of the electrons in the lung tissue becomes larger than the field size resulting in a loss of charged particle equilibrium. 51, 52 Indeed, Patient 8 ͓Fig. 3͑e͔͒ had a 5 cm 3 GTV volume, corresponding to a radius of about 1 cm, comparable with the ϳ1 cm electron range in water for a 6 MV photon beam, whereas for Patient 3 ͓Fig. 3͑f͔͒ the GTV volume was 23 cm 3 , corresponding to a radius of about 1.8 cm, smaller than the ϳ2.5 cm electron range in water for a 15 MV photon beam. The heterogeneities' effects on target doses are different even when prescription doses are similar. Patients 3 and 7, for example, had similar target volumes ͑23 and 29 cm 3 , respectively͒, and both were prescribed 100 Gy in the homogeneous AP/PA plans. The heterogeneous EUD, however, was about 8 Gy larger for Patient 3-a consequence of the larger beam path length through lung in the case of Patient 3 ͑2.1 versus 1.3 average physical to radiological path length ratios͒.
On average, the heterogeneity increased the isocenter dose. The magnitude of the effect is somewhat different for different beam energies and beam arrangements, with a trend of diminishing effects with increasing beam energy and when multiple beams are used, as indicated by the range of values recorded. Occasionally, a slight decrease in the isocenter heterogeneous dose was observed, owing to larger beam path lengths through bony structures ͑sternum and vertebral bodies͒. The results presented in this study are expected and are similar to those previously reported by others. 31, 32, 34 The values reported here are, however, slightly larger mainly due to patient selection. For example, if more patients with mediastinal tumors were included, the changes in isocenter dose would be reduced especially for the AP/PA beam technique.
The effect of heterogeneities on the prediction of the radiation-induced pneumonitis is still controversial. Mah and van Dyk, 31 for example, predicted an increased risk of lung toxicity when homogeneous media was assumed for dose prescription ͑without a corresponding change in the prescription dose͒, whereas Chang et al. 37 suggested that the homogeneous and heterogeneous dosimetric parameters are highly correlated, and therefore the pulmonary toxicity data from the existing literature are valid for both homogeneous and heterogeneous plans. The 9% average increase in MLD for the 6 MV beam from our study is in very good agreement with the data from the first study mentioned above, but differs from the 4% average MLD increase reported in the second study. As we have found that the average change in MLD is not affected by the plan conformality, we can only speculate that the discrepancy between our study and the study by Chang et al. 37 is due to the patient selection and possibly the dose calculation algorithm used to correct for heterogeneities.
B. Breathing-induced motion and deformation effects
The minimal changes in CTV EUD and isocenter doses in face of motion are a consequence of an appropriate target design ͑ITV based on the union of exhale and inhale GTVs in this study͒. In addition, the motion-induced effects affect the penumbral regions, where high dose gradients exist over the range of motion, and thus they are unlikely to alter isocenter doses when the isocenter is located inside the target. Small EUD increases were found in several cases, and they were due to motion-induced hot spots that occurred at the edge of some beam segments that intersected the target.
The hot/cold spots seen in the dose difference maps from Fig. 7 are created in regions that move in/out of the radiation field during breathing. Of importance in the redistribution of the cumulative doses is how these hot and cold spots are located with respect to the normal lung tissue, as previously reported in a study involving intrahepatic lesions. 53 Here one is presented with one of the two scenarios: ͑a͒ either the hot or the cold spot falls into the normal lung tissue, as illustrated in Figs. 7͑b͒ and 7͑d͒-7͑f͒; or ͑b͒ both the hot and the cold spots fall into the normal lung ͓in either one of the lungs, as in Fig. 7͑c͒ , or in both lungs, as in Fig. 7͑a͔͒ . As lungs are parallel organs, for which the response to radiation is correlated with the mean dose received, one can easily anticipate that when both the hot and the cold spots occur FIG. 7 . Dose difference displays between cumulative and static ͑exhale͒ dose distributions reported on the exhale dataset for several patients. The color code is the same as in Fig. 3 . The white arrows indicate hot and cold spots created by motion and deformation. In addition, the motion amplitude ͑cm͒ and the direction along which the tumor has the largest component are indicated. Also shown are maximum and/or minimum point dose differences inside the normal lung tissue. The numbers indicate percent dose differences relative to the prescription dose.
FIG. 8. Difference maps between dose distributions corresponding to the three scenarios investigated in this study, for example, axial, coronal, and sagittal cuts, for Patients 9 and 14. The color code is the same as in Fig. 3 . The numbers indicate the maximum and/or minimum point dose differences inside the normal lung tissue.
inside the lung they tend to offset each other, leaving the mean overall toxicity virtually unchanged, regardless of the motion amplitude. Patient 14, for example, underwent the largest tumor motion amplitude ͑2.1 cm͒, and yet, the change in normal lung toxicity was barely enough to allow for a fraction increase in the prescription dose in the conformal plan. By contrast, when either a hot or a cold motion induced spot occurred inside the lung, the overall lung toxicity increased/decreased compared to the corresponding static value. However, since the lungs are relative large-volume organs, the respective hot or cold spot would need to encompass a rather large portion on the normal tissue in order to have a measurable effect on the overall mean lung dose. This suggests that rather large motion amplitudes are required to create clinically significant changes in the mean lung dose. Small motion amplitudes are unlikely to lead to important changes, even when an uncompensated hot or cold spot exists ͓Fig. 7͑e͔͒.
In general, with respect to the cranio-caudal direction of motion, in this limited study the MLD is observed to: increase if the tumor is located near the diaphragm ͑moving inferiorly͒ or at the apex ͑moving superiorly͒, decrease for apical tumors moving inferiorly, and remain almost unchanged otherwise. It should also be noted that cranio-caudal motion components were usually larger and more likely to influence the redistribution of doses, as they generally occur perpendicular to the beam axis ͑for axial beams͒. Similarly, the lateral motion component can be expected to influence dose distributions in AP/PA beam settings; however, the motion amplitude along this direction is usually small.
An interesting finding of the motion component of this study is the overall decrease ͑albeit by a small amount͒ in the cumulative dose distribution MLD, when the entire population of patients was considered. Short of those cases where an uncompensated hot spot existed, the reduction of lung dose indicates, in fact, that lungs do not expand isotropically: the lower regions tend to undergo more motion and deformation relative to the upper regions. The overall result is that the MLD change is more driven by the cold spots thereby resulting in a slight decrease in the MLD.
The motion effects appear to be somewhat more pronounced for the higher beam energy, due to wider penumbra, especially inside the low-density lung tissue. However, the differences are rather small.
C. Heterogeneity versus breathing-induced motion and deformation effects
Not accounting for motion/deformation does not introduce significant errors in the target coverage assessment, a natural consequence of an appropriate planning margin. The margin expansion, however, cannot ͑and is not intended to͒ protect against the heterogeneity effects.
For the normal lung tissue, the heterogeneity effects alone are not sufficient to accurately evaluate doses when uncompensated hot or cold spots are created inside the lung as a result of large tumor excursions.
The magnitude of the dosimetric changes induced by motion at a point in space should not be associated with its influence on treatment metrics, as demonstrated by the example from Fig. 8 ͑Patient 14͒ . There are two main causes for discrepancies between the magnitudes of the point dose changes and how these dosimetric changes affect lung NTCPs and MLDs. First, the motion-induced changes occur in smaller regions around beam edges. In contrast, heterogeneity effects are present everywhere inside the radiation field, and therefore, they will have a greater weight in the overall lung dose change. Second, in those cases where the hot and the cold spots occur inside the lung, their contributions offset each other, at least in part, thus decreasing their combined contribution to the overall lung dose.
The discrepancies between the heterogeneity and motioninduced effects on normal lung tend to be smaller at higher beam energies, as suggested by the correction factors derived from the linear fits illustrated in Fig. 6 . This is a consequence of decreased heterogeneity effects, rather than a significant change in the magnitude of motion-induced effects with changing beam energy.
In this study, the heterogeneity effects were assessed only for the exhale dataset. Due to the reduced lung density during inhalation, the exhale dose usually overestimates the dose received by the lung tissue during any other phase of the breathing cycle, with the largest discrepancy occurring at inhale. The same applies to tumors ͑larger than coin size͒, for reasons related to decreased attenuation, as discussed previously. However, although there is a range of lung densities between inhalation and exhalation ͑0.16 to 0.35 g / cm 3 ͒, 54 these values are different from the unit density assumed in homogeneous calculation in the first place. Therefore, the relative importance of the heterogeneity effects vs. motion effects is not expected to change significantly when inhale geometries are considered. For the assessment of the motion/deformation effects, only the extreme patient geometries were included, based on a previous study 47 indicating that cumulative doses can be estimated within 2%-3% accuracy when only the exhale and the inhale datasets are used. As such, the relative effects of motion and heterogeneity are expected to be quite robust, regardless of the number of breathing phases used for the cumulative dose reconstruction. In addition, the assumptions made in this study regarding the shape and the reproducibility of the breathing pattern are also expected to have minor influence on the relative comparison between heterogeneity and motion induced effects, as the effect of breathing variability on the cumulative dose is small, unless systematic deviations in the respiratory pattern during radiation delivery from the ͑assumed͒ planning model occur. 47, 50 The results of this study suggest that although large point dose changes are induced by both the lack of heterogeneity and motion/deformation corrections, tissue heterogeneity effects are likely to have a larger significance in terms of predicted clinical response parameters for tumor and normal lung ͑given a properly designed ITV͒. This may indicate the area of greater impact for investigations into dose calculations for lung tumor irradiations and quality assurance of treatment planning systems. 
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